Namaste LoveTribe,
Thanks for coming out to support us!
It's working! We will continue with
the same hours this week.
And a percent of the sales will go to

Black Lives Matter
.
ASHLAND Temple/Shop
Today/Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday & Saturday 12-6.

And our specials this week (only)

ALL Accessories

(jewelry, scarves, shoes, socks, purses comfy Telic flip

flops, readers, sunglasses) additional

30% off!

And per many requests we will continue the Inizio Linen one more
week 50% off both discounts only with Password: LoveTribe
25% off everything else (except the many $10, $20, $24, $38, 50% off
racks which we add to weekly)
As we continue our liquidation throughout the summer. We will still go
week by week as we see if being open continues to liquidate

merchandise, pay bills and be fun and safe for all.
The shipping hasn't been that smooth and there have been many delays,
so boxes we sent from Berkeley didn't arrive until Friday and there are
many more in the pipeline and arriving daily.
Besides liquidating merchandise, we are honoring orders we had placed
from small vendors that were put on hold and now we are beginning to
get those in. So new (great) things here & coming.

To Shop online click OutbackInTheTempleOfVenus.com.
Just to add on to my last message about wearing masks, I think this article about
their effectiveness is good. Here's the article, Masks

Justice - Resolute Together
I heard 2,000 came out in Ashland, in Solidarity, to shine their light on the
injustice going on for way too long for our black brothers and sisters. Which
I'm grateful to hear as Ashland is not a very diverse community. And though
not in the physical "middle" of this struggle can still feel and act.
I've been listening to black voices, deep, raw, real ... many out there on
social media. Some well known like Oprah, Van Jones, Trevor Noah, KPFA Cat
Brooks all who have been working for justice for many years and shining the
light on injustices. They and many other black voices are a resource for us

all to heal our brokeness ... beautiful, real, raw heartbreaking
communications.

This is our Berkeley Window before and after being boarded up. We didn't
request to be boarded up as we use our windows to express in these times
solidarity and resoluteness along with compassion and peace. But we did
appreciate that the landlords did a great job to protect us, small women
owned businesses, on the street, not just the large corporate shops on the
street. I do believe however as Nicole Walters says, it's important to know
that " an injustice is happening, she believes that looting is not ok, but she
understands, she understands, and maybe if we saw that looting is grieving,
we may see it differently". I reccommend listening to her latest
communication by clicking on her name. And of course as many of you know
the looting is also being done by white supremists and anarchists. And most
of the demonstrators are peaceful.
For our Berkeley window, we borrowed our Michelle Obama "Rosie the
Riveter" poster from our Richmond (home of Rosie the Riveter) shop where
she has "lived" for over a decade and going back today, now that our

Berkeley Shop is boarded up. She's saying, Yes We Can, which includes, yes
we can feel the deep grief and the rage that bubbles up when the grief is
too much and the fear that it will never change also bubbles up. The rage is
justified, and much of it will be channeled into the energy needed for
change. For me, for now, that is listening to and supporting our black
brothers and sisters in ways they request, add my strength to their voice
and donate to Black Lives Matter. I'm sure other ways will arise and we all
rise in solidarity.

Be Fearless- Choose Love
xoxo Devi

50% off Inizio
30% off Jewelry

25% off EVERYTHING ELSE
Expires June10

CODE: INIZIO50
CODE: jewelry30
CODE: LOVETRIBE25
password: LoveTribe

